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Abstract—Privacy regimes are increasingly taking center stage
for bringing up cases against violators or introducing new
regulations to safeguard consumer rights. Health regulations
mostly predate most of the generic privacy regulations. How-
ever, we still see how health entities fail to meet regulatory
requirements. Prior work suggests that third-party code is
responsible for a significant portion of these violations. Hence,
we propose using Software Bills of Materials (SBOM) as an
effective intervention for communicating compliance limita-
tions and expectations surrounding third-party code to help
developers make informed decisions.

Index Terms—Mobile Privacy, Compliance, Supply Chain
Transparency

1. Introduction

Prior research has examined different dimensions re-
quired for a successful privacy regime: the effectiveness
of privacy policies [1], [2], [5], [10], [11], proposals for
more usable alternatives [7], [8], [12], preliminary studies
on GDPR Data Subject Access Requests (DSARs) [3], [9],
etc. To understand the discrepancy between the “law in
the books” and the “law in action”, examining one of the
often overlooked roles the supply chain plays in software
development is required.

While there is rich literature on how software systems
comply with specific clauses, only recently has the literature
looked at the third-party code’s impact towards compli-
ance [14]. Prior work found that in responding to verified
consumer requests under CCPA [4], a statistically significant
amount of apps could not respond correctly due to resources
accessed by third parties – a clear sign of the negative impact
done by third-party code. In another prior work on measur-
ing compliance of COPPA [13] and in health app analy-
sis [6], developers were open to changing their behavior
upon receiving information about in-compliant third-party
code. It is a sign that if they had prior knowledge, there is a
significant chance they would not have embedded that third-
party code in their systems. This leads to our hypothesis that
we can fix a sizable chunk of compliance issues by creating
a more transparent supply chain ecosystem for developers.

We believe there are two orthogonal issues developers
face before embedding a third-party code: a) developers are
not aware of the nature of the data accessed by third-party
code and with whom such sensitive data is shared – this
is problematic if the third party shares data with a non-
compliant recipient or if a third party accesses a sensitive

resource such as location without proper user authorization
again violating a regulatory requirement and b) for health
data, the issue is a little bit more complex – and which third
party library is complying with what regulation is not easily
understandable based on the public information.

The principal question is understanding how to con-
vey this compliant info to the developer. Entities such as
Facebook and Google are already publicly asking devel-
opers not to use their SDKs in regulated domains such
as health. However, many apps still use their SDKs to
share data, potentially violating regulatory requirements. It
raises questions on the effectiveness of public information or
the disregard of such information by the developers. Many
regulated health entities do not have an internal development
team, so they hire outside development entities who may or
may not fully understand the ramifications of embedding
non-compliant third parties. A clearly defined SBOM will,
in this case, help the regulated entity to understand the
composition of the software they are going to acquire and
the potential legal issues.

A Multi-Stakeholder Focus Group. We intend to
hold a focus group understanding the following questions
among state and federal regulators, health entities (hospi-
tals, online clinics, insurance organizations), developers of
health systems, legal/compliance teams (both internal and
externally hired legal teams), CISA SBOM representative
and developers from popular SDKs. The key questions we
intend to have a deep dive into are:

1) What are the legal expectations of data sharing and
receiving in health apps?

2) How would a well-structured SBOM help to meet
legal obligations?

3) How would a SBOM affect the legal accountability
of health entities and third-party code owners?

4) What are the challenges and factors that could af-
fect implementing a transparent SBOM ecosystem
in the health sector?

5) What are the components of a transparent and
detailed SBOM in the health sector? How do we
correctly express regulatory restrictions?

6) How do third-party code providers perceive an
SBOM ecosystem in the health sector?

We expect to produce a draft SBOM with the agreed-
upon components for SBOM and a set of processes that
the focus group participants suggest to use the SBOM
effectively. As a follow-up/validation study, we plan to do



an online survey among privacy practitioners and healthcare
experts to understand the wider community’s response and
opinion.
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